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Introduction 

• Project funded for 2 
years by the RWJF

• PHAST in collaboration with practice 
partners a developed uniform COA

• Practice partners created reports of their 
revenues and expenditures using uniform 
COA

• Process was examined with participant 
feedback on validity of results and 
feasibility of widespread adoption of a 
uniform COA

Developing a Uniform Chart of Accounts (COA) for Public Health Agencies



Motivation

• What is a Chart of Accounts?
o “A chart of accounts is a classification structure for an accounting system that systematically

organizes the agency’s financial data.” -- D. Ross, PH Uniform COA Project (2015)

• Why a Uniform Chart of Accounts?
• Make comparisons across space and time

• Understand the cost of PH services and how they relate to health outcomes

• Help demonstrate value of PH services to secure funding



Development of Uniform COA

• Draft COA developed by the Public Health Informatics 
Institute as part of the “Public Health Uniform Chart of 
Accounts Crosswalk Project”

• Collaborative refinement of draft COA with the help of 
practice partners using an iterative process

o Group conference calls

o Individual calls/conversations

o Online surveys



Framework for Uniform COA

Source: phnci.org/uploads/resource-files/PHNCI-FPHS-Factsheet_FINAL-1.pdf



Structure of Uniform COA
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Per Capita Spending, by Program Area



Per Capita Spending, by Major Program



Comparison of Spending across LHDs



Comparison of Revenue Sources across LHDs



Time to Complete 
Crosswalk

• Median time participants needed for 
LHDs to complete crosswalk: 28 hours

• 53% of participants estimate they 
would need less time to complete a 
crosswalk the second time around



Resources to Complete Crosswalk

Guidebook and one-on-
one consultations with 
PHAST were considered 
most helpful



Value of a Uniform COA

For Planning

• “The information was interesting in that for the first time ever I was able to grab and look 
at immunizations and know exactly what it costs us.” 

• “[…] The trend from year to year could be really informative, and we think it could help 
us with our internal control […] helping us determine where we could see the areas of 
needs.  Changes in spending year over year could also give us early indications that 
would help us align our resources with those trends.”

• “We can see how it might be helpful for programs to use in terms of prioritizing, strategic 
planning, seeking funding.  [W]e can see the potential for the information to be helpful 
internally for planning purposes.” 



Value of a Uniform COA

For Advocacy

• “[…] I would think at a local level [it would be] easier to share that data, to have an 
impact on your budget folks, your legislature.” 

• “[W]e are very enthused, and it would definitely be part of what we would build into our 
strategic plan and our interaction with our legislatures to show comparisons and data 
and how we stand.”



Thank you!

For more information visit www.phastdata.org

or contact us via email at phast@uw.edu

http://www.phastdata.org/
mailto:phast@uw.edu



